
Unit: 4th grade ELA Unit 4 

Grade Level: 4 

Unit Name: Text Features - 4th Grade ELA Unit 4 

Pacing: 3 weeks                                                                                                Tested Standard 

Priority Standards:  
 

*4R1D-Read independently for multiple purposes 

over sustained periods of time  

 

*4R1Bf - Develop an understanding of vocabulary 

by using conversational, general academic, and 

domain-specific words and phrases 

 

*4R3Aa - Read, infer, and draw conclusions using 

multiple text features to locate information and 

gain an overview of the contents of nonfiction 

text  

 

*4R3Ac - Read, infer, and draw conclusions using 

text features in nonfiction text to interpret and 

explain factual information presented graphically 

 

*4RF3Aa - Develop phonics in the reading 

process by decoding words using knowledge of all 

letter-sound correspondences, syllabication 

patterns, and morphology to read unfamiliar 

multisyllabic words in context 

 

*4SL1Ab - Develop and apply effective listening 

skills and strategies in formal and informal 

settings by posing and responding to specific 

questions to clarify or follow up on information, 

Learning Targets: 
 

*I can read books on the correct 

level by myself. 

 

*I can use conversational, general 

academic, and subject-specific 

words and phrases.  

 

*I can use multiple text features to 

locate information. 

 

*I can interpret and explain 

information presented graphically. 

*I can decode words using my 

knowledge of letter-sound 

correspondences, syllable patterns, 

and how words are formed.  

 

*I can ask or respond to specific 

questions to clarify or follow up on 

information, make comments that 

contribute to the discussion, and 

link to the remarks of others.  

 

 

Supporting Standards:  
 

*4R3Ab - Read, infer, and draw 

conclusions using multiple text features 

to describe the sequence of events, ideas, 

concepts, or steps needed to carry out a 

procedure 

 

*4RFAa - Read appropriate texts with 

fluency (rate, accuracy, expression, 

appropriate phrasing) with purpose and 

for comprehension by using context to 

confirm or self-correct word recognition 

and understanding, rereading as 

necessary 

 

*4R4Ad - Read to develop an 

understanding of media and its 

components by explaining text structures 

and graphics features of a web page and 

how they help readers to comprehend 

text 

 

*4SL1Aa -Develop and apply effective 

listening skills in formal and informal 

settings by following, generating, and 

justifying classroom listening rules  

 



making comments that contribute to the 

discussion, and linking to the remarks of others 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

*4SL1Ac - Develop and apply effective 

listening skills in formal and informal 

settings by following and restating multi-

step instructions that involve a short, 

related sequence of actions, according to 

classroom expectations  

 

*4SL2Aa - Develop and apply effective 

listening skills in formal and informal 

settings by generating and following 

active listening rules, according to 

classroom expectations 

 

*4SL3Aa - Speak clearly and to the 

point, using conventions of language 

when presenting individually or with a 

group when contributing to discussion 

after listening to others’ ideas, according 

to classroom expectations 

 

Big Ideas: 
 

Authors can present information graphically.  

 

Essential Unit Questions: 
 

What strategies do good readers use 

to help them understand the text? 

 

 

 

 

Vocabulary: 
 

Text features, table of contents, heading, 

subheading, glossary, index, photograph, 

caption, graph, diagram, map, 

highlighted, italics, bold 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 


